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From The Head Master’s Desk
Dear Readers
New Opportunities
The success of Kent College in recent
years has been very pleasing.Academically:
with results at A level averaging over 70%
A*-B grades with a 100% pass rate; at
IB with an average point score over 36,
regularly placing the school in the top 10
nationally; and GCSE scores which match
the best grammar schools, for an all ability
intake. KC continues to be successful at
a national level in Music and Sport. The
inspections in 2009, 2011 and 2015 gave
top ratings in every aspect. The senior
school has grown by over 200 students
over the last 9 years, the majority of
growth coming from Canterbury and the
local area.
Kent College has attracted attention
locally and internationally: Kent College
Dubai has been built with over £30M
of investment by third parties and
opened successfully in August 2016. KC
also now works closely with Lorenden
Preparatory School in Faversham and
the local Methodist primary schools.
In order to continue this range of work
and to maintain this enviable record of
success, the Governing Body approved
a new leadership structure from
September: I became the Executive Head
of Kent College and Mr Julian Waltho
(formerly the Deputy Head Master)
became Head Master of the Senior
School, a change supported by the very
capable Times Educational Supplement
Senior Leadership Team of the Year.
We see this as only a change of emphasis
in the balance of the two roles; as Deputy
Head Master, Mr Waltho already had a
focus on the Senior School, ensuring its
smooth day to day management and
he continues to have responsibility for
pastoral care. During more than ten
years in post he has built up considerable
experience, including two periods as

Acting Head Master. The revised roles
would mean that I can continue with
the strategic leadership of all parts of
the Kent College family of schools and
I am also keen that Carolyn and I will
keep a high profile at school matches,
performances and events so that we
see parents and friends regularly. We are
still be based at the Senior School with
overall responsibility for the boarding
community and I continue to meet
with pupils 1:1 and remain responsible
for resource management and quality
assurance.
The governors have created this new
opportunity to allow Kent College to
continue to develop and they and I
have confidence in the leadership of the
school at every level. We anticipate that
the change will maintain the momentum
of improvement and success which has
been so evident. Mr Waltho and I are
grateful for your continued support.
In the summer, Kent College students
and staff celebrated another excellent
year for A level results, with over 70%
passed at grades A*-B and a 100% pass
rate. Particular congratulations for high
levels of academic achievement go to the
following top performers at A level:
Frank Radcliffe-Adams, Lotty Astbury,
Emma Chu, Samuel Cox, Eloise Gauzan,
Thomas Gray, Rahul Gupte, Matthew Lai,
Antonio Marelli, Callum Monro, Jonathan
Nevett, Nicole Ratti, Sam Sherwood, Ellie
Stone, Man Tsoi, Katrina Yao, Matthew Yip,
Rosie White.
These results follow IB outcomes which
were again excellent. The results will
enable access to top universities in the
UK and further afield: Head Boy, Sam
Hines scored an almost perfect 43 points
and will study History at Christchurch,
Oxford; Jules Frank gained 42/45 points
and has been awarded a scholarship
at prestigious Bocconi University in
Milan reading Economics; Greta Milesi
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achieved 41/45 points and will follow a
Liberal Studies programme at Durham
University; and Allyx Guitard scored
40/45 points and has won a place to
study Law at Exeter College, University
of Oxford.
Along with top scores in the IB announced
in July, the A level results secure UCAS
points (the basis for university offers)
with an average of over 400 per student:
the equivalent of A* A* A.
All students gained places at their
universities of choice including Oxbridge.
Top musicians also performed well:
Hannah Parry secured her place at
the Royal Academy of Music and Tom
Ashdown a place at the Royal Northern
College of Music.
GCSE results were issued on the hottest
day of the year, but KC students stayed
cool with an overall pass rate of 100%
and almost all students achieving 5 grades
at A*-C. 69% of all grades achieved were
A* - B grades.
Students who did particularly well
include the following top performers:
Harriet Adley, William Bickerstaff,
Jamie Dawe, Phoebe Douglas, Sophie
Ducksbury, Olivia Earl, Holly Fielder,
Rostislav Kravchenko, Marco Lam, William
Leatherby, Charlotte Letley, Christopher
Leung, Emma Newson, Bethan OkrojWilliams, John Ong, Tara Woodley.
We were also pleased to recognise the
excellent performances from the many
pupils who achieved very high ‘value
added’ scores in their summer results: that
is, those who worked very hard to attain
standards which they may well not have
achieved if they had attended another
school. The analysis of the amount of
value added to our students’ outcomes
again placed Kent College in the top 5%
of all schools nationally. The results show
that our students are talented in many

ways and that they do well in the sciences,
the arts, the humanities, and languages.
At Kent College students benefit from
choosing a programme which matches
their strengths.
The Works Programme over the long
vacation included enhancements to living
accommodation at Elfick and Guilford
Houses, the completion of the Science
Lab refurbishment programme and the
funky redesign of the girls’ changing rooms
at the Junior School.
This term has been as busy as ever with
a major production of Oklahoma, a
teatime recital and LAMDA review in the
Chapel. Concerts at St Peter’s and the
Kent College Choristers performing in the
Category Finals of the National Choir of
the Year Competition at Symphony Hall,
Birmingham - part of their programme
was also broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Girls’
hockey teams have again succeeded in
county championships and won through
to regional rounds.
We welcome the following new staff to
the Kent College family:
Mr Michael Hilderley - Teacher of
Mathematics, Michael joins Kent College

from Highworth Grammar School where
he is currently Head of Business Studies
and Economics and a Teacher of Maths.

Mrs Francesca Modi - Teacher in
Charge of French (Jan 2017), joins from
Northbourne Park.

Miss Emily Triffault - Teacher of Business
Studies & Economics, Emily joins Kent
College from Barton Court Grammar
School where she is currently second in
the Mathematics Department.

Mrs Olga Randall - PA to the Bursar, joins
from EDF London.

Mrs Jody Moseling - Teacher of Science,
joins Kent College from Dane Court
Grammar School, specialising in Biology.

Mrs Lizzie Cooper - Nursery Assistant,
joins from St Mary’s Catholic School.

Dr Sarah Horgan - Teacher of English, joins
Kent College from Pent Valley Technology
College.
Mrs Clare Field - Teacher of English, joins
Kent College from Queen Elizabeth’s
Grammar School, Faversham.
Mrs Rosemary Kenmir - Teacher of
History, joins Kent College from the
Norton Knatchbull School.
Miss Amelia Glenn - Drama Graduate
Assistant.
Amelia completed her
Performing Arts BA (specialising in Theatre
Production) at Canterbury Christ Church
University.

Mrs Michelle Gallagher - Admissions
Assistant, mother of Amy and Dara.

Mr Will Heywood - Assistant Games
Coach - Will is an OC and is spending a
year teaching at the Junior School before
going to university.
To keep up with the frequent and
impressive achievements of school teams
and individuals, please follow me on
Twitter at @kentcollegehm.
The Kent College Times will, as ever,
illustrate the wonderful new opportunities
enjoyed by our community. Carolyn and I
offer our best wishes for all the glorious
Christmas celebrations at school, family
time together during the break and for a
Happy New Year.

Official Opening of Kent College Dubai to be
covered in our next issue
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South Africa Tour
Our Hockey Tour to South Africa started
with a 12 hour flights from Heathrow
to Johannesburg and a second flight to
Cape Town which took an hour. After
the flights, we were all made to feel very
welcome with a shower and relaxing
evening in our rooms at the Stellenbosch
Hotel.
The next day we began with a walk
to the training grounds, which had a
stunning view of Table Top Mountain,
which loomed over us whilst we worked
hard honing our skills as a team.
After this, we went through the town and
made our way to our fixtures. The Boys’
Team went to play the Oude Molen High
School, whilst the Girls’ Team went off to
play the Central Hockey Club. With both
teams playing and both teams getting a
winning result, we headed back to the
hotel for some well earned dinner and
rest.
After training again the next morning, we
hopped on the coach and made our way
to the Aquilla Reserve where we had a
game drive soon after arrival. My personal
highlight was the close encounter where
a pride of lions could be seen prowling
around. After this intrepid game drive, we
had a delicious meal, looking out onto
the hilly mountains of South Africa with
its bountiful wildlife moving in herds and
prides.

The next morning we awoke for another
adventure into the wilderness of South
Africa and once again, even in the cold
dark air, we saw many creatures. Moving
onwards from Aquilla Reserve, we went
towards the centre of Cape Town, where
we recuperated after our early start. In
the afternoon however, both teams were
up and ready to face their new opponents,
the Boys’ Team against Edgemead High
School, which was a well fought loss, and
the Girls’ Team against Fairmont High
School where they dominated play and
won convincingly.
The next day was match-packed for
both teams, the Boys’ Team against
Vredenburg High School and the Girls’
Team against Edgemead Invitational
XI. The Boys faced a 2-1 loss, but they
placed exceptionally well for a team
formed only six days previously.The Girls’
Team on the other hand had seemed like
they had been training for years together,
with another convincing win. After the
matches, we all travelled into town to
get some lunch. Afterwards, we were
greeted with a majestic view from the
top of Table Top Mountain, which when
on top and looking down on the bay of
Cape Town, you could see a sea of fog
sweeping in. We also spotted some other
little animals on the top.

Tom Evans
Reporter

On the seventh day we were given a
township of The Langa region of Cape
Town, which was very enjoyable, as we
got to try cuisine and see the kinds of
activities they did. We met a lovely boy
who was nicknamed ‘Michael Jackson’
for his knowledge and his very good
impersonations of Michael Jackson’s
moves.
On the 8th day we had our final matches.
The Boys’Team played against Durbanville
Hockey Club, which they won well and
the Girls’ Team having another incredible
game, absolutely dominating the match
against Vredenburg High School, a
fantastic way to end the trip.
On our final full day in South Africa, we all
spent time in the markets, but a particular
highlight was the visit to Robben Island
where we saw Nelson Mandela’s cell and
got a feel for what it was like for cellmates in those times.
Finally we packed our bags, and did a little
last minute shopping and made our way
to the airport for tiring flight. Despite this,
the trip was unarguably amazing, and we
were all very thankful for the opportunity
to go on such an incredible trip.

Sailing

Imogen Cage White
Reporter

During the summer, I took part in the
National Schools Sailing Regatta, held
at Goreleston SC, Norfolk. I ended up
coming second in the laser 4.7 fleet. In
recognition of this achievement, I was
presented with a fantastic opportunity
by the Andrew Simpson Trust; I was to
sail on an M32 with 2012’ Olympian and
Volvo Ocean Racer, Annie Lush, at the
Ladies’ Day during Cowes.

high performance sailing. Formalities
over, we sped out of the harbour on the
rib to find the M32.

Having spent all week checking conditions,
at last, on a perfect sunny day with a
steady breeze, I arrived at Portsmouth
Yacht Club, in the shadows of Land Rover
BAR.

Once on board it was a strange feeling;
the M32 felt more like an enormous
dinghy than a racing yacht. It felt strange
to tack across the trampoline with water
gushing underneath.

I met with eight other girls and we all
waited, feeling anxious but excited. At
last, we begun.

It was like nothing I’ve ever sailed before.
It was an unusual feeling to be sitting on
one hull, flying high up in the air, whilst the
other hull was in the water metres below.
Whilst enjoying the ride, I was flattered
when asked if I would like to helm!
Helming the M32 was an experience
like no other; the adrenaline rush of
controlling such a fast boat was immense.

We were whisked over to Cowes in
the Andrew Simpson rib by two, 100
horsepower engines, it was fast!
Arriving at Cowes, we were met by
Annie Lush, supporter of the Magenta
Project, and the team I was to be sailing
with. The Magenta Project is supported
by well-known female sailors with the
aim of encouraging more women into

Searching for the M32 amongst the
hundreds of sails in the Solent, we were
surprised as a huge, silent catamaran flew
past us with graceful ease and speed.
Naturally, we were all itching to have a go
and desperate to get on board.

Every slight move on the tiller caused a
massive jolt and movement on the hull.
Getting the boat to plane with one hull
out of the water was the closest I’ve
come to flying on a sailing experience, a
moment I will never forget.
Sadly, it soon came to an end. We were
taken back to Cowes to take part in a
promotional activity for the Magenta
Project on a large stage with Nik Knowles
from DIY SOS. We were interviewed
and asked why we thought more women
should get involved, and take part, in high
performance sailing.
Thank you so much KSSA and Sam
and Tim for nominating me for such a
fantastic opportunity. Also, thank you to
the Andrew Simpson Trust for making it
all possible. It was an absolutely brilliant
day which has whetted my appetite for
more ‘big boat sailing’ – at speed!
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Model United Nations
After 6 years of brutal world engulfing
conflict, the United Nations formed as a
beacon of light to help show the globe
the path out of the shadow of war. This
year saw the 70th anniversary of the first
session of the General Assembly of that
incredible organisation.To commemorate
that momentous event, World AIMS, a
group of Methodist schools, held a model
United Nations conference in the very
same building, the Methodist Central Hall
in London. Kent College was honoured
with an invitation and Marfa Popova, Anya
Sochacka, and myself were chosen from
the Kent College Debating Society. We
were assigned the role of delegates for
Turkey. The resolutions to be debated
at the conference were concerning
nuclear power and international
migration. Although all the normal
MUN procedures were employed, this
conference was remarkable as we, the

delegates, first discussed the motions as
they stood in 1946 and then attempted
to rewrite them to tackle the issues
facing us in the 21st Century with our
countries positions today. This format led
to an incredible range of discussion that
required all delegates to be fully informed
on both historical and contemporary
geo-politics.
International
political
discourse flowed throughout the day with
all delegates immersing themselves in
proceedings. The impassioned speeches,
furious note passing and fleeting alliances
would have made the real UN proud.
One of the highlights of the day was a
speech made by a photographer who
had documented some of the horrors
faced by people forced from their homes
by war, poverty and disease all around

Raphael Jackson
Year 13

the world. His speech brought home
the tragic reality faced by millions of
people and put a very human face on
our discussion on international migration.
Of the two resolutions only one passed,
however this should not detract from
the success of the conference. Everyone
involved came away with a greater
understanding of the complex world of
international affairs, a greater respect for
those who do work at the UN, and a
greater grasp of the mix of frustration
and elation that is diplomacy. Those Kent
College pupils involved in the conference
would like to thank all those involved in
its organisation and especially Mr Noble
for arranging our trip.

10 Minutes With...

Olivia Clarke
Year 11

Mr Williams

Head of the Design and Technology
Department (DT), Mr Tim Williams
and I met towards the end of the first
half term of 2016 to chat about some
of the aspects of his life we, as students,
may not otherwise know. We started by
discussing his childhood.
Mr Williams and his brother grew up
on the family farm near Kimbolton,
Cambridgeshire. His great grandmother
had originally bought the farm in the 19th
century and it became the environment
responsible for his love of design,
invention and engineering. Mr Williams
mentions how his father had a workshop
and was passionate about ‘making things’
and it is apparent this tradition continues
through the family.
School holidays saw him working on the
farm and the term time at Kimbolton
School in the same town as the famous
castle where Catherine of Aragon was
sent after the dissolution of her marriage
to Henry VIII.
The farm is the setting for Mr Williams’
fondest childhood memory; he paints
an idyllic picture of the pinnacle of the
farming year in the rural community
where everyone worked together to
bring in the harvest.Tea was shared under
a warm sun in the fields where the crop
was collected.
He recalls
his father’s
labourers

frequently worked through the night to
fulfil the task.
Secondary education for Mr Williams
was at Kimbolton (where he transferred
from the prep school) and he was clearly
an able student achieving eleven ‘O
Levels’ alongside a proficiency for sports,
namely football and cricket. Another
happy picture appears of him captaining
the county under 19 side at cricket whilst
studying for his A levels. Squeezing in AO
Levels in Geology and General Studies,
amongst others, Mr Williams focused on
Physics, Geography and of course DT, at
A Level.
Kimbolton School had an established
Combined Cadet Force (CCF) program
and Mr Williams reached the heights
of heading up their Naval section. This
enabled him to go on camping trips
and visit Helicopter stations, further
developing his passion for design and
technology. In 1976, he achieved the
ultimate school recognition of being
appointed Head Boy and, alongside his
cricketing fixtures, went camping in the
Welsh Black Mountains.
It is fair to say that his childhood strongly
influenced not only his choice of career
but also how Mr Williams chooses to
spend his spare time, as outdoor pursuits
feature heavily. For the last twelve years
his allotment has been paramount.
Describing the crops as fruit, vegetables,
flowers and ‘you name it’, his produce
can frequently be seen in competitions.
Clearly not one to sit around, Mr Williams
is also a keen cyclist, exploring the Kent
coast, and DIY enthusiast with plans to
employ his skills in painting, decorating
and tiling in a house restoration project
when he retires.
Facing a choice between training
as a helicopter pilot or going into
teaching Mr Williams was swayed
by two factors; an unconditional
offer
from
Loughborough
University and the strong
reputation that the University
held (and holds) for sports
meaning it was an ideal choice
for further studies. Mr Williams

choose to pursue a combined Bachelors
degree of education in Sport and Design
Technology. By coincidence, Mr Burnage
was also studying at the University at the
same time but they do not recall their
paths crossing.
Sport continued to feature heavily in
his life; performing in the Ist XI for both
football and cricket and also turning out
for the local cricket club.
Following University, and after an initial
spell teaching at Worksop College in
Nottinghamshire, Mr Williams returned
to Kimbolton School but this time to pass
on his knowledge to students rather than
be one. Six years later, in 1988, he moved
to Kent College and has been here ever
since, making it a new family tradition
as his wife was Head of the Dyslexia
Department for a few years and their
two children are Old Canterburians.
Aside from being Head of DT, Mr Williams
has also performed the crucial roles of
Head of Guildford House for a decade,
Head of Lower School for five years and
for twelve years has served on the Senior
Management Team. This November saw
him light his 27th Kent College firework
display. He stressed how much he enjoys
seeing the Year Seven students grow and
develop, progressing onto University
and has taken delight in seeing how his
input has influenced the children and
their choices. Combined with the ‘unique
family atmosphere’ and location on the
edge of a ‘lovely city’, he expressed he
‘never wants to leave’. There is clearly
not an aspect of Kent College life that Mr
Williams has not been involved in.
Before ending our chat, I asked Mr
Williams who would be an ideal dinner
guest and he chose two people; Sir
James Dyson (for obvious reasons!) and
Isambard Kingdom Brunel (again not a
surprise!). He would love to discuss their
inspiration, dedication and determination
in the face of criticism and I’m sure it
would be lively evening.
In true Kent College style, his life motto is
‘no matter what you do in life, always do
it to the best of your ability.’
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Junior

Christmas is always a very special time at the Junior
School - from Carols on the farm to the lovely
Early Years Nativity, from the amazing production of
‘Stargazers’ by Key Stage 1 children to the Junior Choir
at the Toy Service at St. Peter’s Methodist Church, from
the Junior School Carol Service to the Joy to the World
concert - there is a packed programme of festive treats
for all!

School

Tom Evans
Year 11

Children in Need
The Junior School has raised the fantastic
total of over £300 for Children in Need
with a variety of events which included
a Dance Assembly and a ramble in and
around Harbledown.

Harvest Festival

The Senior, Junior and Early Years Schools at Kent College all celebrated the Harvest Festival with great big services, lots of participation
and brimming excitement.
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The Mediterranean Trip
Mediterranean
Volcano
Adventure!
Did you know that Mount Vesuvius is
the only active volcano on mainland
Europe?
Or that the base of the volcano
Stromboli actually begins over
1000m below the Tyrrhenian sea?
And the word volcano actually
derives from the Roman God of fire
and metalworking Vulcan, whose
forge was believed to be situated
underneath Mount Etna in Sicily.
And so it was that an intrepid group from
Kent College set off to look at Vulcan’s
works at first-hand...
It turns out that those lessons with Mrs
Jain in Year 9 involving coke bottles and
papier maché, to replicate a volcanic
eruption, prepared us well.
Erupting with enthusiasm we touched
down in Naples ready to explore
the volcanic landscape of Italy and its
surrounding islands.

It was a week of contrasts; ranging from
tours of the breathtakingly beautiful
Amalfi coast and the dark Naples
underground caverns, to bathing in
thermal mud pools on Vulcano and
climbing three active volcanos Vesuvius,
Stromboli and Etna. And alongside the
Geography, Geology and ancient History,
we learned something that will serve
us well in Food Tech (or Trivial Pursuit),
the difference between gelato and ice
cream thanks to a masterclass session at
Gelateria David in Sorrento, followedup by a refreshing snorkel off the coast
of Vulcano. Here, amazingly, sulphurous
bubbles were visible underwater from
fumaroles (openings near volcanoes
that emit hot gases); a rather playful
demonstration of the powerful activity
beneath the Earth’s surface - Vulcan lives
it seems.
Upon our arrival in Naples our tour
guide directed us to the Solfatara Crater,
a sandy and flat landscape, unsheltered
from the sweltering midday sun. Known

for its bubbling muds and hot sulfurous
steams we were given our first taste
of geothermal activity, standing in the
middle of a small volcanic crater.
Almost everything on the trip could be
described as a highlight; but especially
moving was visiting Pompeii and
Herculaneum - the famous Ancient
Roman cities devastated - and yet
preserved for the future - by the
eruption of Vesuvius in 79AD. 1.5 Million
tonnes of lava were spewed per second
with pyroclastic flows (masses of gas, lava
and ash released by a volcano), traveling
at 100km/h reaching temperatures of
999˚C. It happened so suddenly, many
people could not escape. Completely
enveloped in volcanic ash both places
are eerily well preserved, taking us back
not only to the Roman way of life, but
to the moment of the eruption itself as
betrayed by the haunting dog writhing to
escape its chain and a crouching person,
stopped dead head in their hands. These
literally petrified figures stay with me as
symbols of Vulcan’s wrath and awesome
power.
After leaving the Italian Mainland we
travelled by hydrofoil (a first for many) to
the Aeolian Islands off the northern coast

Abbey Cox
Year 11

Something that surprised me; while we
know that volcanoes are immensely
unpredictable and destructive, they
actually leave land incredibly fertile
over time. We observed several rare
and endemic species of plant amongst
the Aeolian Islands, including the shrub
Cytisus aeolicus, with its vibrant yellow
flower.
of Sicily. Here we bathed in hot sulfurous
mud pools meant to greatly benefit
the skin (it just stank and thus so did I
if you ask me...), and ambled around the
small towns. Never to be forgotten was
climbing Stromboli by night. Stromboli is
one of the most active volcanoes in the
world, with its last lava flow as recent as
2007. This has added to the stream of
dark black ash down its side, stretching
from the volcano’s peak down to sea
level. It was simply stunning to survey
views stretching far and wide across
the ocean as the sun set hues of warm
gold, knowing we were standing on longcooled lava.

Our final stop was Sicily, home of the
Mafia, and also to a towering Volcano:
Mount Etna. To reach its summit we had
to go up by a cable car and then drive
in rugged vehicles, before proceeding
on foot. The surrounding landscape
contrasted greatly with the other places

we had visited, and hugely with the green
fields of Kent. It felt as if we were in the
middle of an endless black desert, such
was the extent of the ash layer. We were
nearly taken off our feet by the wind as
we circled one of Etna’s many craters,
and with an incredible view of the Sicilian
towns and sea below us, I felt as if I was
taking in Vulcan’s view.To give you a sense
of quite how high we were, beneath the
ash was a layer of ice.
We came back down to sea-level, ending
our trip river-tubing down rapids of the
Alcantara Gorge lined with black basalt
deposited by volcanic action.
Mr Letley, Miss McCardle and Mr Waltho
can’t be thanked enough for giving us
such a ‘magma’-nificent trip!
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News in Brief

Tom Neame
Year 10

Head Girl meets President Barack Obama

Tate Modern

Our Head Girl, Emily Insanally was lucky enough recently to travel to the White House and
have a meeting with President of the United States of America, Barack Obama. Emily’s father
has recently been appointed as Ambassador for Guyana and was presented at the White
House. Emily has said it was a never to be forgotten experience.

Best Selling Author
Mrs. Martin from the English
Department became a best selling
author this term as her first novel
- ‘The Secret of Nightingale Wood’
became Waterstones Children’s
Book of the Month. More on this
exciting story in the next edition
of the Kent College Times.

LAMDA
This term has seen another successful
set of LAMDA lessons, taught by Beth
Greenlaw to support public speaking,
diction, musical theatre and individual
presentation skills. With students ranging
from Year 9 to Year 13, a vast amount of
monologues are studied, from all different
practitioners and genres, eras and styles.
LAMDA lessons are part of the Drama
GTX Scholarship Programme and results
from the November examinations will
return early next term.

Drama Trip to DNA
Ambassadors’ Theatre
A Year 11 Drama GCSE group travelled up
to the Ambassadors’ Theatre in Covent
Garden, London to see Dennis Kelly’s
DNA on Tuesday the 15th November. The
rendition was presented by the National
Youth Theatre, demonstrating ways young
talent can present the play, which is
particularly useful as the group is studying
the piece as part of their GCSE course.

Armistice Day
The College commemorated Armistice
day at the Junior School and in Kent
College Dubai. At the Senior School in
Canterbury, a moving act of remembrance
took place, included students from Years 7
and 8 planting one cross for each student
killed in conflict in the quad rose beds.

Charities
Cancer Trust

Interact
Nick Robinson, an Old Canterburian
who is President of Chesterfield Rotary
recently visited KC and gave the Charities
Committee their interact badges. He
also invested Raphael Jackson and Franky
Godden as joint presidents of the school
interact group with their chains of office.

The Kent College Charities/Interact Committee hand over a cheque to Teenage Cancer
Trust for over £3,000.

Charity Extravaganza
One of the many notable Senior School charity events of the term was the Charity
Extravaganza evening - live music, a bake sale, a jumble sale, an art auction and a
Tanzania Stall combined to make an exciting evening. In addition, the non-uniform day
that took place the following bought the total raised to over £1,000 for the charity
‘Find a Voice’, a small local charity based in Ashford which specialises in developing
strategies for people with communication difficulties.

Handbells

Operation Christmas Child

At the start of September, two Kent College students, Ellie Box and Charles Blümmers,
travelled to Yorkshire to participate in the 4th Annual Hardraw Hand Bell Rally. The
team included students from Kent College and St. Edmund’s and the rally featured a
wide variety of contemporary and classical music.

A total of 193 boxes -a Kent College
record- were collected by a very grateful
team from Operation Christmas Child;
the boxes will soon be making their way
to children in other countries who would
not have a Christmas present without our
care and concern wrapping up our love
in a box.
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The Pennington

On Thursday, 20th October, pupils from
Years 8-10 embarked on an exciting
journey to visit our partner school in
Pennington, New Jersey, USA. After many
months of anticipation and, of course,
excitement, the day had arrived and we
all clambered onto the bus to take us to
the airport. We were all wondering the
same thing, what would the school be
like? The families, the uniform, the day
trips? When the plane landed at Newark
we were greeted by a yellow school
bus which was so exciting! As we pulled
into The Pennington School we were all
excited to see our hosts again, as many
of them had been over to Kent College
last Easter. Hugs, handshakes and hellos
were bounced around the room as we
met the lovely families that we would be
spending our time with for the rest of
the week.

our host families and a few of us went to
Six Flags theme park to the Halloween
themed Fright Fest, which was, in their
words, ‘awesome’ and a little frightening!

The Pennington School was beautiful and
was the same as Kent College in many
respects, as the class sizes were pretty
much equal and the campus was about
the same size, if not a little bigger.The day
that we spent in the school was great, as
it was so interesting to see school life in
the USA. After school many of us were
taken, by our families, to restaurants.
Saturday and Sunday were spent with

We made our way down to the
Rockefeller Centre and, as we arrived,
saw the iconic ice rink and the amazing
building itself as it loomed over the city.
However the view from the bottom was
nowhere near as good as the view from
the top. As we stood at the top of the
Rockefeller Centre we saw the whole of
the city from every angle. Below us stood
the home to 8 million people and we felt
overwhelmed by the reality that we were
actually in New York! Afterwards we
made our way through Times Square to
the most delicious pizza restaurant. We
then spent a little too long in the Disney
Store. Despite our begging, Dr. Glass and
Mrs. Glass insisted that we had to get
back and so we all ambled onto the train,
buzzing from our adventure in New York
City!

Monday brought a whirlwind of
exhilaration as we boarded our first
commuter train. After about an hour of
fantasising of which famous people we
were going to meet, and which shops
we were going to visit, we arrived in
New York City. Even from afar we could
see the incredible skyscrapers and that
‘The Big Apple’ would not disappoint.
For most of the students it was the first
time that they had ever been to New
York and the atmosphere of the city was
something that no one could prepare
you for. Everywhere you looked there
was a famous landmark or well-known
building.

The next day brought ever more
excitement as we travelled to
Philadelphia by train. The city has lots
of history but it was much smaller and

Emily Waters
Year 9

a lot less busy than NYC. We went to
the Constitution Centre first to see
an excellent presentation about the
Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution. After seeing The Liberty
Bell we walked to a Philly Cheese Steak
restaurant called ‘Jim’s Cheese Steaks’. It
was great sampling this iconic food from
Philadelphia. Next was the Independence
Hall which was incredible as it holds such
a fundamental place in American history.
Our last trip was to the beautiful city
of Princeton where the famous Ivy
League university is situated. Our tour
guide (Revd. Aaron Twitchell) has been a
student at the university. In the afternoon
(after lunch in a Diner) we visited a local
sculpture park and ended the day with a
well deserved ice-cream. We didn’t want
to face packing to go home.
As we tried to cram our masses of
American sweets into our suitcases,
none of us wanted to go home. Hugs and
goodbyes were shared as we got into
the yellow school bus for the last time.
We had a such an unforgettable time in
Pennington, and our deepest thanks go
to Dr. and Mrs. Glass for organising and
making the trip so much fun, as well as
our host families for looking after us.

Drama

Eloise Rondhout
Editor

Narnia
We were transported to a distant
magical land through a wardrobe
recently as large and appreciative
audiences thrilled to the drama
department production of ‘Narnia’.
The young cast of eager Year 7,8
and 9 pupils showed tremendous
depth and maturity as Aslan met
Lucy, Edward, Peter and Susan. The
White Witch and her companions
were never far behind plotting
their evil. The audience cheered
as good prevailed and new kings
and queens were crowned! Huge
thanks are due to the enormous
amount of hard work behind the
scenes by the talented directing
and stage production team.
Make-up, costumes, sound,
lighting and movement were
all outstanding.

Macbeth
For the very first time, Kent College
students from years 9-12 took part in
an exciting opportunity to perform in
the annual Shakespeare Schools Festival.
With around 25,000 students taking part
in theatre’s across the UK, on the 400th
anniversary of Shakespeare’s death
the Kent College students performed
a dramatic and tantalising rendition of
Macbeth, set in the ‘foul’ and harsh hills
of Scotland where we were told of
the tragedy of Macbeth, as he became
consumed by ambition and engulfed

by the darkness of the moors. With Ed
James and Tara Woodley playing the
troubled Macbeth and Lady Macbeth we
saw real insight into the suspicious and
insidious pair and how they set about for
(spoiler!) Macbeth to be King.
We cannot forget the huge effort Mrs.
Sinnett has put into directing this hairraising play and it is thanks to her that
the end performance was such a success!
Thanks to all the students who auditioned
for a role and to all the parents and staff

who came to watch. The support made
all the difference.
If you would like to donate to the
Shakespeare School festival then you can
donate online at http://www.ssf.uk.com/
donate or you can call 020 7601 1800.
Without donations this festival, which
encourages every school to perform,
cannot continue so any support would
be greatly appreciated.
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Ailsa Naylor
Year 10

Basketball

Hockey

This term has seen the development of
a young team over a host of matches.
Led by senior members Marco Lam
And Bosco Ng they have achieved
notable results and improved greatly
over the term. The team were invited to
a Christmas invitational tournament at
the North School and their matches will
continue next term.

It has been an extremely successful term
for hockey with notable individual and
team achievements. The U18 team have
had an enjoyable season, with a fairly
young team. The term saw them win
the Sevenoaks Plumptre Tournament,
become County champions and achieve
a respectable 3rd place at the Regional
Finals. A special thank you must go to the
year 13s who have dedicated themselves
to hockey across their time at KC and
must be congratulated for all they have
achieved.

Cross Country
This term our year 7 and 8 girls became
Sevenoaks Thomas Trophy runners up as
well as runners up in the U.13 Regional
IAPS cross country. Congratulations
to all who participated. In the District
Cross Country event there were some
excellent team results with Kent College
runners winning the Year 7 Girls’ and
Boys’ team event and also the Year 8
and 9 Girls team event and finishing
2nd in Year 8 and 9 Boys’ team event.
Other notable individual performances
and placings were: Vincent Le Dur 4,
Leo Norwood 7, Bart Johnson 10, Alice
Hellyar 2, Teigan Sullivan 4, Helena Breen
5, Chloe Plumb 8, Sammy Chireka 9, Sam
Newson 2, Beau Janes 7, Ben Brown 9,
Perry Lelando 10, Oliver Weston 10,
Jean Foley 3, Reese Robinson 4, Emily
Clapham 6, Holly Fielder 2, Emily Bond 4.
All these people should be congratulated
for their individual attainment and we
wish them all the best for the County
championships in January 2017.

A mention must go to the 2nd X1,
this team has been mostly made up of
boarders and new students to hockey.
They have embraced the challenge
of learning a new skill and competed
with determination and enthusiasm
throughout the term.

There has also been a hockey masterclass
with Shona McCallin, GB Olympic gold
medalist. Shona led a coaching session
followed by a talk with an insight in to
GB winning the gold medal in Rio.
Meanwhile the U16 team recently
competed in the County indoor
competition where they topped their
group before strongly defeating Sutton
Valence in the Semi final. The final,
against a tough Kent College Pembury
side, came down to a flick on a Penalty
Corner to win the game 1-0. At the
regional finals the squad won the East
indoor championships with wins over
the Perse school, Norwich School and
the Royal Hospital school. Draws against
Haileybury and New Hall meant that
KC were winners of the competition
and now go on to the National Finals at
Bromsgrove School in January. This will

hard work and dedication of Mrs Balsdon
and Mr Clark, Mr. Rolfe and Mr. Boyne
throughout the term.
Individual achievements of our pupils
are: selection in U15 HiPAC Ailsa Naylor,
Robyn Thompson, Aimee Plumb (year
10); Hannah Griggs U18 Futures Cup
and U18 England selection; Aimee Plumb
U16 England selection and Lizzie Neal
selection for U21 England for the Junior
World Cup in Chile. Oliver Weston was
selected for the boys U15 Hipac. These
are all excellent achievements.

Netball Selection
be Kent College’s fourth appearance at
the National Indoor Finals over the last
five years.
Lower down the school, the U13’s won
the outdoor County championships
with notable performances from: Emily
Clapham, Ella Jain, Jess McMeeking and
Chloe Plumb who scored a last minute
winner in the Semi Final. Again we wish
them the best of luck in their Regional
finals next term in March. Thanks to the

Congratulations to Amber de Moubray
and Anousca de Moubray on their
selection in Regional Squads and to
Grace Patterson and Reese Robinson for
their selection in the County Squads.

Rugby

Kent College teams are now competitive
against most opposition and they play a
very attractive and inclusive style of rugby.
Clearly rugby is growing in popularity at
KC.
Currently KC has 2 players selected for
the regional ‘Independent School Lambs’
U18. Well done to Daniel Marsik and
Lewis Hewitt. There are also 6 players at
the lower level of the Saracens pathway
with Kent Rugby and performing very
well for their respective age groups.
Congratulations to Kieran Shave, Alfie
Monroe, Ethan Brien and Noah Radcliffe
Adams (U16), Kai Whitfield (U15) and
Yannick DeMoubray (U14).
There are a good number of boys playing
at local clubs and this is very encouraging.
Congratulations to all those boys who
have represented Kent College this
season. A total of 141 boys have played
matches with a particular mention
to those who have played their first
competitive match of rugby.

2016 has been an excellent season again
for Kent College Rugby. Playing just about
60 matches KC has managed to maintain
last year’s performance record.
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Tanzania

This summer, a group of Kent College
students went on an unforgettable
Cultural Exchange to Tanzania. After a
year of fundraising and anticipation, it
felt surreal when we finally stepped off
the plane and into Dar es Salaam. The
city was thronging with cars and buses
and people all bustling about as the sun
began to set. In a fusion of excitement
and daze, we made our way to the Guest
House, where we could finally rest after
our long travels from London.
We rose early the next day and travelled
to Morogoro International School where
we were welcomed by Tamsin Rampall,
Head of Primary and Old Canterburian.
The following three days were packed
with visits to local sites. When struggling
up Uluguru Mountain on our way to
see an impressive waterfall, we were
astonished to see Tanzanians effortlessly
walking to their homes with bulky sacks
carried on their heads. Another exciting
day, we were given a tour of the Apopo
Rat Training Facility where African giant
pouched rats are taught how to sniff out
landmines.
Soon we were off to Iringa where we
stayed at the charming Neema Crafts
Guest House. Neema Crafts is a fantastic

not for profit organisation that provides
training and employment opportunities
for local people with disabilities. It had
such a positive, happy atmosphere and
the food was great. We were taken on
a tour around the craft workshop area
and we were able to meet the friendly
people working there as they created
the beautiful artisanal items that could
be found in the shop upstairs and on
their website—have a browse through
neemacrafts.com!

Over a period of 11 days in Iringa, we
spent a lot of time at our Global School
Partner, Klerruu Secondary School. Our
buddies took us to their lessons and it
was a really valuable experience to see
their classrooms— hardly bigger than
our own but holding over 70 students! In
the afternoons, we taught them IT skills
through a presentation project that also
helped us to get to know one another.
Some of us became very good friends
with our buddies and it was sad when we
had to say asante and kwaheri (thank you
and goodbye in Swahili).
After

school,

our

buddies

would

sometimes come to Neema Crafts for
lunch and then show us around the city
of Iringa. On a particularly memorable
day, we all went to the Isimila Stone Age
site; we walked between enormous stone
pillars carved by the elements and saw
prehistoric tools that had been left lying
on the ground since their excavation.
Mghuhu is another rural primary school
that Kent College has been helping to
develop through actions such as donating
desks and funding the construction of a
toilet block. This year, we spent a day

painting the school and interacting with
the students. As I recall their delighted
screams in reaction to the rainbow
parachute we played with, a smile spreads

Anya Sochacka
Year 13

sight we encountered was a pair of
lionesses lazily feasting on an enormous
giraffe. Just a few metres away was a
committee of vultures watching over the
remains with prying eyes. Seeing herds
of grand elephants walking through
their habitat awoke a deep sense of
the tragedy concerning their rapidly
decreasing populations due to poaching.

across my face. At Saba Saba Primary
School, the Global School Partner of
Kent College Junior School, we taught
a few classes and then couldn’t resist
playing games with these children as well.
The safari day trip to Ruaha National
Park was spectacular. It was teeming with
wildlife and we were fortunate
enough to spot a great
number
of
zebras,
giraffes, hippopotami,
antelopes
and
more! The most
astounding

Endless thanks go to Mrs Glass for
organising the trip and also Mrs Lamper,
Mr Wiles and Mr Mafwiri for being
invaluable in making the trip such an
amazing experience!

The main road in Tanzania goes through
Mikumi National Park and on our way
back to the airport, we encountered a
blockage while a large tower of giraffes
crossed the road in front of our minibus.
This made for a fantastic final memory
of Tanzania.
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Music

Amanda Cuffley
Year 11

Oklahoma

The Drama and Music departments, under
the leadership of Mrs. Sinnett and Mr. Ross,
presented a production of Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s musical ‘Oklahoma’. This
is a story of love and disappointment set
in the mid-west territory of Oklahoma,
outside the town of Claremore. There
are two intertwined romances; one being
Curly McLain and Laurey Williams and
her other suitor Jud Fry, the hired hand.
These parts were excellently played
by Robert Sotillo, Sophie Parker and
Noah Radcliffe-Adams. It must be said
that Noah brought out the dark side of
the production in a way that was truly
convincing. His performance would not
have been out of place in the West End.
The performance was fully supported
by the chorus and the band most ably
led by Julian Ross. The production was
presented on 3 days Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday October the 18th- 20th, on

each occasion to a full house. The musical
is bittersweet, in that Curly gets his girl
but Jud is tragically killed. The other love
plot follows Will Parker (Will Stratton)
and Ado Annie (Lizzie Letley). Will also
gets his girl, but not without competition
from a travelling peddler, Ali Hakim -

played by Joseph Hearden. The remaining
cast consisted of Ado Annie’s father, Mr
Carnes, played by Head Boy Robbie
Whittaker and Laurey’s ‘Aunt Eller’, played
by Sophie Wilson. The musical highlighted
the tension between the crop farmers
and the cowboys at a time when the
United States of America was just forming
and the trial of Curly for the killing of Jud
brought out the arbitrary nature of justice
at this time. Overall, the musical was
excellent and gratifying entertainment.
Well done to all the cast, backstage
crew and musicians and a huge thankyou
to everyone who made the excellent
performance possible. Not forgetting the
audience who came and supported us all
as it is no fun playing to an empty hall.

White Eskimo
Boy Band White Eskimo recently rocked
the Chapel stage in front of an excited
audience of Year 7, 8 and 9 pupils. The
band are doing a tour of schools to talk
about lifestyle choices including issues
around alcohol and drugs. The pupils had
a great time with the band and asked
loads of great questions in the follow-up
Q&A.

Evensong in Canterbury Cathedral
A truly uplifting service of Evensong
was held at Canterbury Cathedral this
term with Kent College’s Sedecim Choir
leading the worship. The usual Cathedral
Choir was on a visit to Rome. The service
was beautifully sung with a feast of music
by Stanford and Wood.
It was very gratifying to see a full
congregation with barely a seat available
in the pews. It is always a pleasure singing
in the Cathedral. The acoustics are
wonderful, the building is spectacular and
the experience is truly moving. It was both
a privilege and a joy for the members of
the choir to take part in a worship life
that has spanned 1400 years. Well done
indeed to all involved and thank you to
the many parents and staff who attended
the service.
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Old Canterburians

Mrs Carol Baker
President of the Old Canterburian Club
cabaker@kentcollege.co.uk
+44 1227 813904

Class of ’71 Reunion
2016 Reunion
“So – the years of 1984-1986 leavers
(amongst other stalwarts) gathered in
Canterbury to reconnect, talk about
their school years and then the 30 odd
years after. Most of this crowd were 48
or 49 years old and so were starting to
contemplate early middle age and keen
to ponder the first 50 years of life – often
carved up into school, post school adult
life and then life as parents.
It started with about 10 of us collecting at
the school for a tour – some old haunts
were sought, the search for Milton and
School House, the old open-air swimming
pool, Duke’s Meadow, the hallowed grass
hockey pitch and the good ol’ tuck shop.
With all of this in vain, a lunch was served
in familiar surroundings. We were now
25 strong, made up of the ‘84 to 86
leaver cohort. We heard from the CEO
of the KC schools, now in KC Dubai.
We also heard from Johnee Murphy and
Angus MacGregor on their memories
from the early “Thatcher” years. Times of
Top Gun and 30 million viewers watching
Eastenders Christmas Specials in 1986
matched with Lionel Ritchie and Maggie
Smith still winning awards then and now.
We then watched a school rugby match
– seeing some very big lads defeat a
Sutton Valence side – and then finding

out that it was Sutton Valence Academy’s
3rd XV against our 1st XV – how things
change… We had tea in the library and
looked at some old photos – times of
much hair, sloped “so what” shoulders, no
glasses and general exuberance.
In the evening, we all met for cocktails
and dinner – the numbers swelled to 35
– as we discussed the same old stories.
Its an old adage but little had changed
in the personalities – it was just the
body shapes, hair colour (and amount)
and numbers of pairs of glasses that
had changed. Some had flown in from
Africa and America. Others had walked

from somewhere in Canterbury. It didn’t
matter. The night kicked on. We were
joined by Ruth Sorensen, Carol Baker
and David Shire through the night. Mr
Shire was last seen lecturing the 1986
rugby back line on the new “Miss 2/
Harry” move I think.
It was extraordinary. Connections have
been remade and will no doubt linger.
Hopefully we can all meet again soon.
Someone will no doubt pick up the
baton…..”
by Angus Macgregor

facebook - /kentcollege

flickr - /kentcollege

twitter - @kentcollegehm

www.kentcollege.com

Old Canterburians: make sure that you have signed into the brand new Old Canterburian area at http://oldcanterburians.
co.uk ! You will find lots of new features including all the school magazines dating back to 1885 to pore over at your pleasure!
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National Methodist

Revd Dr Paul Glass
Chaplain

Art Collection

The Methodist Church in Britain
owns one of the most significant
collections of contemporary religious
art in Europe and Kent College is
proud to be bringing that collection to
The Beaney Gallery in the centre of
Canterbury from January 13th 2017
for over three months.
Not only is the school bringing this
extraordinary collection to Canterbury
(which includes works by many
well known artists) but in a ground
breaking collaboration The Beaney
has employed an artist to work with
students from both Kent College and
Canterbury High School to develop
work based on putting belief into
visual form. This work will be displayed
in a separate exhibition at The Beaney
from February. Accompanying the
exhibition will be a series of lectures to
engage people in a conversation about
the issues raised by the collection.

Creative Writing
The Velleity Lady

Charles Blümmers
Features

Velleity Lady
Was terribly lazy.
The statements she said
Always ended with ‘maybe’.
Worked like a baby,
For she could quite ably,
With divers excuses,
Procrastinate daily.

She woke up and thought,
‘Now it’s time for a jot.’
She was a writer, you see.
But, however, she sought
Instead a small spot
Of tea, nice and hot
After an hour spent wondering
Whether she ought to or not.

Her schedule had down
That she’d go into town.
She had wanted to go in
For a look around.
But she looked with a frown
And instead grabbed her gown
And curled up on her bed
In a big fuzzy mound.

She was eager to eat;
To prepare a nice treat.
So she got out her spices
And put on the meat.
Yet even this feat
She left incomplete
When she started to daydream
And stayed in her seat.

